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The collision of comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 with Jupiter:
Detection and Evolution of HCN in the stratosphere
of the planet
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Abstract. We report submillimeter heterodyne observations of Jupiter taken with the JCMT during and
after the infall of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 into the
planet. We detected the J=4-3 and J=3-2 rotational
transitions of HCN in emissionat many of the impact
sites. Measurementssuggestfor fragment G a mixing

This paper concernsthe observationswith the latter.
We report here the detections of the J=4-3 and
J=3-2 transitions of HCN, at 354.51 and 265.89 GHz,
ratio of ~5x10-s abovethe 0.5-mbarpressure
leveland respectively. These lines were observed in emission
a total HCN massof 6 x 10•g. Subsequent
observa- from July 16 to July 24, during and immediatelyfollowtions, made in September and November 1994, reveal ing the cometary impacts. Subsequently,in September
that HCN is still present but that the lines now ap- and November 1994, both lines were observed in abpear in absorption. This results from a cooling of the sorption.
stratospheric thermal profile between July and September. Chemical implications of the observedpersistence Observations
of HCN in the Jovian stratosphere for over 6 months
are discussed.

The JCMT double-sideband
SIS mixerreceivers(see
Matthews,1994) wereusedfor this work. The obser-

vations concentrated on the J=4-3 transition of HCN;
under poorer weather conditionswe observedthe J=3-2
line
instead. An autocorrelation spectrometer was used
The high spectral resolutionintrinsic to heterodyne
to
process
the signals, with spectral resolutionsof 756
techniquesprovides a powerful tool for searchingfor
Introduction

kHz

narrow stratospheric lines in planetary atmospheres.

at 355 G Hz and

189 kHz

at 266 G Hz.

The

total

The observations
of the Shoemaker-Levy
9 (SL9) im- bandwidthsampledwas750MHz for the HCN(4-3) oband 250 MHz for thoseof HCN(3-2). At 355
pacts on Jupiter presentedin this report are a part of servations
GHz,
the
JCMT
hasa half-powerbeamwidth (HPBW)
a global strategy undertaken by a consortiumof Euroof
14"
and
a
beam
efficiencyof 0.53;the corresponding
pean, Canadian and US scientists. As a result of this
numbers

strategy, searchesfor various moleculeswere made at

at 266 GHz

are 21.5"

and 0.70.

The obser-

the IRAM 30-m radiotelescope
in Spain (Lellouchet vations were carried out by modulating the secondary
al., 1995, Marten et al., 1994b),at the IRAM millime- mirror position at 4 Hz, such that the receiver alter-

nately viewed an impact site on Jupiter and a point 60"
distant in azimuth, well outside the disk of the planet.
Table 1 shows the impact sites tracked during the
comet crash as well as detailed parameters correspond-
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ing to the observedlines. The line widths(in km/s)
and integratedintensities(K km/s) resultfrom Gaussian fits to the emission lines. Due to the relatively

large beam width at both frequencies,several impact
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the end of the comet collision,making it difficult to discriminate which sites were dominating emissionfluxes.
Results
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We have selected the observations
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of HCN

on the G

impact site, performed on July 19. These observations,
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Table

Date
U.T.

17.31
•S.•6
•9.•s
•9.33
21.09
2•.•3
21.17
21.22
21.27

1. Detection

of H CN emission features

tracked
a Impact timeshiftb

ic

Width

Impact

date

d/h

K.km/s

km/s

C
F
c
H
H
r
A
P2
R

17.29
•S.02
•8.3•
•s.s•

0/ I
0/3
0/2•
0/•2
2/07
3/03
4/08
0/14
0/01

7.9
6.5
6.7
6.0
2.7
3.2
2.5
6.0
8.5

8.5
6.0
•.3
7.8
8.3
6.3
5.7
12.3
8.0

16.83
20.64
21.23

from the nominal thermal profile of Jupiter, whatever
the assumed HCN abundance. A good fit shown in
Fig. 1 resultsfrom a thermal profile that is warmer with
respect to the nominal profile at all levels above the
1-mbar pressurelevel. The temperature excessis 40 K
at the 0.2-mbar pressure level, and isothermal at the
210-K temperature above this level. The adopted ver-

tical distributionof the mixingratio (5 x 10-8 above
the0.5-mbarlevel)impliesa HCN massof ~ 6 x 10•g
for fragment G. The solution for the temperature and
the H CN abundanceis obviouslynon-uniqueand higher
concentrationsof this speciesare possible.However,all
solutionsmust satisfy simultaneouslya linewidth of 5.3

kin/s, and a temperaturecontrastof about 45 K. In
21.35
2•.•0
23.35
25.10

R
P2
R
R

0/03
2/•
2/03
3/21

14.8
2.0
•.•
8.1

10.0
7.•
5.5
14.7

• severalfragmentsmay contribute in the beam of the telescope after July 19.

other words, sincethe continuum is at ~ 162 K, a temperature of • 207 K at least must exist somewherein
the stratosphere.
Our observationspermit us to follow the evolution of
the H CN emissionas a function of time. In Fig.2 are

shownthreespectraof the HCN (3-2) line recordedon

July 21, 23 and 25 at the R fragment impact location.
bthiscolumn
indicates
thetimedelay(day/hour)
betweenThe interpretation of these results is' less straightforward than that of Fig. 1, since several other impact
observations and impact times.
sites were present in the beam of the radiotelescope,in
eintegrated intensity in antenna temperature.
particular G, Q1, Q2. The spectrum shown on the top
shownin Fig.l, are especiallyinterestingsinceno other of Fig. 2 (July 21) clearlyexhibitsa doublepeakwhich
impact, except small impactor D, was present at this correspondsto the contribution from at least two differtime in the beam of the radiotelescope. The interpre- ent sites, presumably R and G' since sites rotate with
tation of the observed spectrum requires the determi- the planet, their geocentricvelocitiesand, accordingly,
nation of the temperature structure and of the vertical their Doppler shifts are different. The velocity differdistribution of H CN, which are a priori both unknown. ence depends both upon the respective site locations
However, the width of the line providesa strong con- and observationaltime. The different shapesobserved
straint on the level of formation of HCN. The observed
on July 23 and 25 mostly reflect changesin the relative
width (• 5 km/s) is largerthan any realisticDoppler emissionsof contributing impact zones.
Between July 21 and 25 the peak intensity declined
broadening by several orders of magnitude, indicating
the predominenceof the collisionalbroadeningprocess. by about a factor of 2. We believe that this evolution
In such a case, the observedvalue implies that HCN is resultsfrom a coolingof the temperature profile rather
not present in a detectable amount in the lower strato- than a decrease of the HCN abundance. We are reinsphere. To model the emissions,we assumeda mixing forcedin this opinion by the appearanceof HCN linesin
ratio constant above a given pressurelevel. The loca- absorption observedin September and November 1994
tion of this level was varied in calculations from the
on variousimpact sites;strong lines were measuredon
0.5-mbar level up to 0.1-mbar level.
Sept. 14 (site F), Nov. 9 (sitesK, C), Nov. 18 (siteF),
The contrast of the line with respect to the base- Nov. 19 (sitesK, G) and Nov. 21 (siteC). Absorption
line provides a constraint on the temperature profile and emission lines exhibit similar intensities. The level
provided we are able to evaluate the correspondence of the continuum should not have been modified durbetween the antenna temperature and the brigthness ing this time, since it originates from the troposphere.
temperature. This requires an estimate of the size of The contrast of the observedabsorption lines implies
the HCN emitting region. We assumean emitting sur- that the stratosphericthermal profile was substantially
face of 4 + 0.5" in diameter, in agreementwith the near cooler in September-November, may be by as much as
infrared imagesof G, L and K impact sitesrecordedat severaltens of degrees,than the pre-impact profile. As
IRTF by Orton et al. (1994). Comparedto the HPBW an example, Fig. 3b and 3c show the spectra of HCN

at 355 GHz (14"), the 4" nominalsizeleadsto a di- (4-3) recordedon November9 towardsimpactsitesK
lution factor of 34, which takes into account the beam and C. The observationscentered on the Equator of
efficiencyand the coupling factor of the telescope. We Jupiter, Fig. 3a, indicate that the latitudinal size of
adopted as a pre-impact nominal profile of Jupiter the the emissionsurface has not yet significantlyincreased
modelof Marten et al. (1994a)up to the 0.1-mbarpres- at this date. The area of the absorptionline suggests
surelevel,and the modelof Atreya et al. (1981)above that the abundance of HCN has not substantially dethis level, which assumes200 K at the 1 microbar level creasedsinceJuly. The modelingof the spectrumwhen
several sites are present in the telescopebeam is com(Fig. 1).
It is clearly impossibleto fit the measuredspectrum plex and requires additional work.
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•igure 1. Obse•wtionof Jupite•in the HCN(4-3) Uneobtainedon Jul7 19, 1994a• the site locationG. An
emitting si•e of 4 a•c secwasassumedto conve•tthe measuredantennatemperatureinto b•igh•nesstemperature
contrast. The spectral•esolutionis 1.5 MH•, corresponding
to a velocit7of 1.2• km/s. The inset showsthe
nomin• p•ofileof Jupite•(1) andthe warmp•ofile(2) usedfo• the c•culations.A s7ntheticspectrumc•culated
f•omthe p•ofile2 andassuming
a HCN m•ng ratio of 5 x 10 -8 abovethe 0.5 mba•p•essu•elevelis superimposed
(un
Discussion

by the SL9 impacts, a well-knownprocessrecognized
a long time ago by BenjaminFranklin(1784). Such
aerosols,which reflect sunlight, have been observedin
The presentsubmillimeterobservationsclearly indithe near-infrared(Rosenqvistet al., 1994,Orton et al.,
cate that a strong warming occurredin the stratosphere
1994). Sincethey are locatedat altitudesbelowthe 1
after the impactsand persistedthere at leastup to July
mbar
level, the resultingcoolingis more effectivein the
24. This is consistent with the conclusions of Lellouch

et al. (1995) derivedfrom millimeterobservations
of
CO, CS, and OCS. The infrared measurements of the

CH4 emission at 7.85 microns made by Orton et al.

lower stratosphere.
There are two possiblesourcesof the observedHCN:
photochemistryand high temperature shock-thermo-

(1994) exhibit a lesspronounced
warming,of only a

i

few kelvins. However, the observedinfrared emissions
originate from atmosphericlevels located in the lower
stratosphere,somewhatbelowthe levelsprobedby millimeter
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measurements.

Moreenigmaticis thelate coolingof the upperstrato-
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spheredown to temperaturessubstantiallylower than
their pre-impact values. This cooling trend, which
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still persiststhroughlate November1994,was•lready
presenton July 28 accordingto millimeter observations

of CO and CS madeat IRAM (Lellouchet al., 1995).
SubsequentIRAM observationsof CO during summer
and f•11confirmthis behavior(Marten et al., 1994b)
•lthough the intensities of the CO and, to a less ex-
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tent, the CS line decline with time. The fact that the

HCN line appearsto vary much lesssuggeststhat it is
very stable with respectto photochemicalprocesses
or
its continuedformation, as discussed
below. Lellouchet

al. (1995)attributethe unusualobserved
coolingto the
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Figure 2. Antenna temperature spectra of the HCN
suddeninjection in the stratosphereof efficientinfrared
(3-2) line centeredat 265.89GHz, recordedon July 21,
radiatorssuchas HCN, NH3 and may be H20 if present 23 and 25. In each case, the telescopewas tracking
in sufficientquantities.A substantialcoolingcouldhave the site R. The spectral resolution is 0.76 MHz. The
beenproducedby the stratospheric
particlesgenerated velocity scale refers to impact R.

or years. The most recent measurements made at
JCMT in January 1995 confirm it is still present. Observationsat this radiotelescopewill be pursued.
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